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The Aston Martin DB11 AMG V8
Aston Martin gone mad? or Aston Martin got better?

Tradionalist Aston Marn owners worldwide will be
comming ritual suicide with their sword-scks because
of this car…
An Aston Marn powered by a Mercedes-AMG engine… its
unheard of… and worse it sacrilege! Or is it?
Aston Marn have always made nice sports cars. Not supercars,
expect of course for the very rare One:77 and even rarer Vulcan.
But their average road cars are average sports cars, with average
performance. They are beauful to look at in ways that can never
be properly described without swearing, but as driving cars they
have always been a li+le slow.
Even the V12 DB11 is not breathtakingly fast… it produces 447kW
and can get to 100km/h in a few seconds, but it is just not designed
or geared for ultra-high performance… because if it was it wouldn’t
be reﬁned. Its that simple. So they are deliberately sedate, which
is perfectly ﬁne.
Weight being another of the issues… most Aston’s are heavy
cars, and the DB11 is no excepon.
Having driven the V12 about a year ago on a track I found it
nose heavy and therefore keeping the thing true was a bit of
wrestling match with physics. Now having driven the V8 I can
tell you as a racing fact that the problem has been resolved, and
very well.
The V12, which also is twin-turbocharged does get the car to
100km/h slightly quicker than the V8 and it does have a
marginally higher top speed, but this is hardly surprising
considering that the diﬀerence between the two is also
eﬀecvely the size of the engine found in a decent size family
car.
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The German V8 to tradionalists must be about as welcome as
Rammstein playing God Save the Queen.
So what then is a hand built German engine doing in the most
iconic Brish sports car known to man?
Somewhere along the way Aston Marn forged some sort of an
alliance with Mercedes Benz, which thankfully included electrics, an
area steeped in mystery for Aston Marn of old.
Historically though Aston Marn have never at the same me
produced two DB models with diﬀerent engines… the DB7 had a 12
and 6 cylinder opon, but not together… maybe it is a sign of the
mes?
Like or not, for any car company these days to survive they have to
move units, and Aston Marn, Rolls Royce, Bentley, Ferrari,
McLaren et al are not excused from this inescapable fact.

Viewed objecvely the diﬀerence in price is
also not real a consideraon, because the
diﬀerence, whatever it will be when the V8
lands in South Africa, will not be that
profound… and lets be honest… Aston Marn
buyers aren't exactly the sort of people who
need to save a few bucks when buying a car.
Whether it is four-point-one bar or four-and-ahalf is pre+y much, much of a muchness.
The V8 because of the smaller engine, and
need for less in the radiator department is a
resultant 115kg lighter than the V12, which is
quite a bit and does make a diﬀerence.
The suspension and steering has been
completely reworked and consequently the
driver is now far more involved in the process it’s a much more engaging drive. This is a huge
plus because a car like this is supposed to be
made this way.
Outwardly the V8 is the same as the V12, and in fact the
interior is pre+y much idencal too.
The current styling of these cars is quite something to
behold… it is breathtakingly beauful, and every li+le detail,
no ma+er how seemingly minor has been ﬁne tuned to
perfecon. Colour choices are those of a personal nature and
admi+edly white with a Jacaranda blossom purple with
orange contrast stching interior would not be my ﬁrst choice,
but metallic black with tan leather… hmmm, that would be
poetry in moon.
The engine, as we have all by now established is the four-litre
AMG V8 found in AMG V8 Mercs, but Aston Marn have
added their own li+le touches… they have changed the
inducon and exhaust systems. This makes the car sound
diﬀerent from an AMG V8, which I think is a very important
thing, especially to customers who expect exclusivity when
buying as Aston Marn. Having it chuck out the same exhaust
note would just be wrong.
And then there is the performance, which whilst being marginally
slower in a straight line all changes at the ﬁrst corner. The car
being lighter allows for slightly later braking and then, because you
don’t have a massive lump of V12 in the front it turns in quicker,
sharper and more accurately, and the same applies on the exit…
what this means is that on a track the V8 will give the V12 a

seriously good run for its money, despite having 50% less engine.
The eight-speed gearbox is brilliant and when driven using the
paddles you feel so much more in control. And they respond much
faster than in the V12.
Between 3000 and 5000 rpm is where this car is happiest driven…
there is huge torque available and feels so incredibly responsive much more again than the V12.
It is so much be+er in fact that Aston have
plans to move most of the V8s steering and
suspension changes into the V12… they are
calling it a faceliI...
As a result IF you wanted a V12 you should wait
unl 2018, but then again… why bother with
the V12 at all?
The DB11, like the DB9 it replaced is a long
distance road eater… something with which to
embark on a long journey and then just put
foot and reel in the kilometers in quick
succession. All in absolute comfort and luxury.
So perhaps that is where the V12 is on par with
the V8… out on the open road.
Well
fortunately that is exactly where I took it to
invesgate this.
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Fast cruising is its strength, just like the V12, just using less fuel,
which admi+edly is another thing that Aston Marn owners don’t
really care too much about.
It’s a strange thing because I know the cars are materially
diﬀerent, and in a race on a track the V12 would most probably
lose quite horribly, but when you want to kill 500km in a white and
purple blur then they are equals. And as we don’t drive on
racetracks I am leI wondering why the V8 exists in the ﬁrst place.
Yes, from it the V12 will enjoy some much needed suspension and
steering tweaks - danke für das Herr AMG, but those sort of
improvements were inevitable anyway; nobody has ever accused
Aston Marn of not addressing these sorts of issues.
Maybe the V8 exists to create more compeon for the brand, and
as we know compeon is good. Cars like the Mercedes-AMG S63
coupe (which has the same engine) and the Bentley Connental V8
come to mind, because lets face it 12-cylinder GT cars are a bit
rare these days.
You have the Mercedes-AMG SL65, Ferrari GTC4 Lusso and the
Bentley Connental GT W12… that’s about it.
I do like the V8, a lot even and I am so glad that it has brought
something to the DB11 which was lacking, but as far as I am
concerned the jury is sll out as to whether or not it will be a
popular seller, especially with the Aston purists… I just don’t know.
I would buy one, sure, but that’s because I can see it for what it
represents for the future of the brand… but unless you are a bit
visionary this will just be heard as Got safe ze Qveen being
screamed out over a concert speaker system by some German
named Til with a spikey Mohawk in a leather waistcoat waving
around a ﬂamethrower… very un-Brish.
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